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after you have removed the device, you will need to restart your computer. this will reboot all the hardware and
will reload the drivers that are missing or incompatible. you can restart your computer, by pressing the

windows key + r and typing “restart” in the search bar. then, click on the restart button in the top left-hand
corner of the screen. after all of my efforts to try to get this issue resolved, i decided to go with the second

option because i had two systems with identical ssds and identical western digital mechanical drives. i removed
the samsung ssd from system one and installed it in system two. i then booted up system two, opened device

manager and then, without closing the window, i opened the disk management utility. after a couple of
seconds, i saw that the ssd had been formatted. i was extremely surprised because i had never formatted this
drive. i ran device manager again to see if the drive would show up, and it did. i then closed device manager.
after that, i restarted the system and tried to reconnect the jabra bluetooth earbuds to the system, and voila!

the earbuds reconnected without any problems. i don't know if this is the right place to post this, but i am
having the same problem with my csr bt200 bluetooth 4.0. i can see my device but it will not connect. i have

tried to install the drivers and the usb bluetooth adapter for the csr bt200. i can get it to connect with windows
7 but not with windows 10. i am thinking that i may have to get a new usb bluetooth adapter to get it to work. if
anyone can help, please let me know. i am at my wit's end. i have been trying to get my bluetooth to work for a

month now.
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if you are facing problems
while installing the csr

bluetooth 4.0 driver, it is
important that you make sure

that you have the correct
version of the driver. if your

operating system has a
different version of the driver,
it is likely that you will not be
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able to install the driver. the
most common version of the
driver for the csr bluetooth

4.0 device is 8.11.10.7. after
a long struggle, i finally

figured out that my bluetooth
was not working properly. i

tried all the stuff in the article
by brian and it didn't help.

then i just had to turn on the
bluetooth and it immediately
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worked. it took me two days
to figure out that it was the

bluetooth's driver. took me a
week to install the latest

drivers from the manufacturer
website (bluetooth drivers for
windows) and it still did not
work. i'd been reading and

posting and asking questions
for weeks. no one else was
having this problem. all the
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suggestions on the web were
to do a registry fix. that did

not work either. when i am on
a wifi hotspot, and i want to
pair my bluetooth device, i

am not able to pair it with the
phone. i don't know if it's the
phone or the computer, but i

know i am trying to pair it
correctly. i do have it set to
discoverable, and i have my
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device paired. csr bluetooth
driver is a small but cool
device. it is powered by a

built-in rechargeable lithium-
ion battery that lasts for up to

six months with continuous
use. it has a small form factor

and connects wirelessly to
any bluetooth-enabled device.
csr bluetooth driver is a stand-
alone device that requires no
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additional software
installation. once the driver is
installed, you can simply pair
any bluetooth-enabled device

to the computer and begin
using it. 5ec8ef588b
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